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Commons-based peer production

● A transactions costs theory 
● Core inputs are widely distributed in the population

● Physical capital (computation, communications, 
storage)

● Diverse talent, insight, availability
● Core input a public good – information, knowledge
● Low transactions costs to connect people to identify 

projects, potential collaborations,  and share 
incremental contributions to solutions

● People can do what comes naturally – social interaction 
– and convert it into information goods
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Commons-based peer production
● A transactions costs theory 
● An innovation theory

● Knowledge, wisdom, insight, creativity are embodied in 
people, tacit, and sticky

● Markets and hierarchies are lossy media to identify and 
assign creativity, focus, motivation, insight

● Firms encase people in boundaries that limit flows of 
problem-solution sets, and collaborative opportunities, 
undermining exploration

● Freedom to operate, self-selection through intrinsic and 
social motivation, and networked social action are 
better at permitting people to self-identify projects, 
resource-project-person combinations, and 
collaboration opportunities

● Related to: Powell on networks; open innovation; Von 
Hippel Innovation
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Commons-based peer production

● A transactions costs theory 
● An innovation theory
● A political theory

● FOSS from the start about freedom through building an 
alternative set of capabilities, not beholden to state or 
incumbent market “owners”

● Building workarounds that offer a degree of freedom to 
bob and weave around points of control—media, 
practical capabilities—without relying on the state for 
provisioning or for regulation of market actors
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Commons-based peer production
● Decentralization of conception and execution of 

problems and solutions
● To harness the insight benefits of networked 

innovation

● Harnessing diverse motivations
● To overcome the lossiness of prices and managerial 

decisionmaking associated with demanding 
standardized measures on which to ground explicit 
material rewards

● Separation of governance and management from 
property and contract

● To provide the freedom to operate and experiment at 
low cost over a range of resources

● To overcome the lossiness of prices and managerial 
decisionmaking
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Commons-based peer production
● A diverse range of social practices available for 

diverse disciplines to study
● The interaction is the transcript; the transcript is 

the interaction; unprecedented documentation of a 
social interaction, susceptible to computational 
research and experimentation

● Enables evidence-based intervention in core areas 
of research

● Human motivation and cooperative human systems 
design

● Governance and organization; collective action
● Innovation & growth theory
● Property & commons as foundations of modern 

economy
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Targets for Network Analysis
● Human motivation and cooperative human systems design

● Evidence-based , intervention-based, study of human 
motivation without money

● Studies at the intersection of money & crowding out
● Governance and organization; collective action

● e.g., how does governance and collaboration work 
in firms vs. peer production enterprises

● Innovation & growth theory

● Quality; knowledge development, learning, leveraging 
the transcript

● Networks describe systems in ways that preserve the 
agent

● Exploit the information about the individual agent to 
explore how much is individual, and how much is 
system
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Pikkety, 2014

1980s an inflection point
Stress on the social environment



  

Pikkety, 2014

Mostly in the US, UK, and Anglo
world; but
Emerging countries seem to be following
a similar pattern
Europe struggling with internal North / 
South divide, youth unemployment
and increased contingency
and with migration to and
within the EU
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Practices

99/90
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Low wages

Outcomes Inst. Mechanisms

Stock 
options

Norms/ 
Experts/ compensation 
committees

Financialization

Tax rates: top personal; corporate
Capital; international trade 

Weak labor standards & lax
enforcement

Deunionization; “right to work”

Reduced welfare payments 
reduces staying power in 
negotiations
Expansions of free trade rules

Immigration policy

Fed policy aimed at inflation; 
Austerity

Minimum wage laws



  

“Ideology” in the colloquial sense is displaced by “ideology” in the Gramscian sense: 
deregulation, free markets, “Washington Consensus” shifts from being a right wing 
ideology to being an accepted “expert” position 

Reagan-Thatcher

Clinton-Blair

One dimension of the future of capitalism: The neoliberal trajectory:
greater concentration of wealth; Oligarchic / crony capitalism born of 
rational investment in maintaining rents

Ike, JFK, LBJ

Nixon, Carter



  

Practices
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Ideas

Rational actor model:
1. Incentives
2. Shareholder value
3. Agency theory
4. Collective action;
    agency capture =>
     Deregulation
5. Efficient markets

 Shareholder value
 Efficient markets
 Efficiency & growth
 primary goals, 
distribution will follow



  

A certain view of humanity and social-economic organization
takes hold

CC-BY Dubravko Sorić



  
It is then translated into discrete theories of how
the world works, and from there, to practical recommendations for
how well-adjusted executives and organizations should be managed

Agency theory



  

Romer, Commentary, Fed. Res. Bank of St.
Louis Rev. 2005

Hyper inflation hits at the idea of an expertly-managed progressive state



  

The left refocuses on identity 
dimensions of politics



  

Pillars of neoliberalism

● Uncertainty and complexity => economic planning 
impossible => Only prices in markets produce 
good information 

● Deregulation; financialization; tax cuts; lower 
inflation trumps lower unemployment

● Rationality = self-interest
● Stock options; shareholder value vs. stakeholders 

=> disinvestment in workers; contingent work

● Collective action fails => corrupts into illegitimate 
power => deregulation

● Liberty depends on choice in markets

● Property rights + market incentives necessary and 
adequate to achieve human welfare
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Commons studies
● Facts, facts, and damn facts... (and better models)
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A set of challenges to laissez-faire that does not assume a benevolent
and effective government, and does not depend on collectivist solutions,
consistent with both a decline in trust in the benevolence of state agencies
and with the rise of individual autonomy and self-fulfillment as fore “left” 
concerns 



  

Competing paradigms
● Uncertainty & 

complexity => 
planning impossible => 
only prices in markets 
produce good 
information=> clear 
property rights and free 
markets are necessary 
and sufficient for welfare

● Uncertainty & 
complexity => prices 
& property are lossy too 
=> (IAD) local knowledge 
and diverse practices 
outperform rationalized 
models, both bureacratic 
and abstract markets // 
(Open Commons/CBPP) 
experimentation under 
freedom to operate, 
redundancy reveals 
better practices, property 
limits exploration
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Competing paradigms
● Uncertainty & complexity

● Rationality = self-
interest with guile 
(separable 
motivations + self-
interest dominates) 

● Uncertainty & complexity 

● Rationality = diverse 
motivations; 
intrinsic, pro-social, 
and self-interest 
(nonseparable, 
interactions 
determine action) 
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Homo Economicus,
Self-interest 
with guile

Homo Socialis: 
Diverse pro-social
motivations;

Competition 
(atomistic)  

Cooperation 
(socially embedded)

Tightly coupled-
systems with well-
designed 
mechanisms

Self-direction, 
experimentation, 
ethical engagement 
in loosely-coupled 
systems

The Nature of Rationality 
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Separable 
motivational vectors;
material dominates

Non-separable 
motivational vectors



  

Competing paradigms
● Uncertainty & complexity

● Homo economicus

● Collective action 
fails => regulation 
corrupts into 
exploitation => 
Incentives must be 
aligned => 
deregulation to 
make pricing 
efficient => Object 
of scholarship to 
design incentives 
mechanisms

● Uncertainty & complexity 

● Homo Socialis

● Collective action 
works in practice; 
governance is 
possible & widely 
practiced; socially 
embedded 
relationships =>  
scholarship to 
identify regularities, 
aid in design of 
institutions & 
intentional practices 
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Diffused Power, Degrees of Freedom

● Commons-based licensing
● Rough consensus/debate & discourse
● Shared normative framings
● Meritocracy 
● Redundant spheres of nested and 

overlapping power
● Formal and semi-formal institutions
● Irreverence and resistance
● Leadership, but limited by the other 

pathways of self-governance and resistance
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Competing paradigms
● Uncertainty & complexity

● Homo economicus

● Collective action fails in 
theory

● Property & contract 
are the sine qua non 
of efficiency and 
growth

● Uncertainty & complexity 

● Homo Socialis

● Collective action works in 
practice

● Property & contract 
are one tool-set in 
an institutional 
toolkit; commons-
based governance 
potentially superior, 
particularly for 
innovation &  
creativity critical to 
growth
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CC-BY

CC-NC

CC-SA

CC-ND

CC-PD

“Mine” does not mean “for sale”; 
Sharing does not mean erasing the self

A robust system of social exchange
independent of market exchange; 
Building our own commons 

An ethic of reciprocity 

NOT collectivism; insistence on 
choice and self-authorship

Creativity, freedom of speech and 
thought, depend on a robust public 
domain



  

Competing paradigms
● Uncertainty & complexity

● Homo economicus

● Collective action fails in 
theory

● Property & contract

● Freedom to own and 
contract, to pursue 
your own goals in a 
market is core; 
regulation is the 
first step on the 
Road to Serfdom

● Uncertainty & complexity 

● Homo Socialis

● Collective action works in 
practice

● Institutional diversity; 
commons

● Positive autonomy, 
self-direction, free 
expression, freedom 
to tinker; power in 
markets as endemic 
as power in the 
state 
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The Commons as Idea 
● People can effectively act collectively to 

govern their utilization of resources
● We respond to diverse motivations, 

economic utility and a range of social, 
emotional, and rational ethical commitments

● Property and markets vs. state planning do 
not exhaust the means of achieving growth 
and material well-being

● Cooperative social action in commons 
drives innovation and growth, can be more 
efficient, and is sustainable
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The Commons as Idea 
● Production and resource management are 

socially embedded activities
● Social embeddedness is not something 

from which we need to free markets
● Freedom as effective self-governance, 

individual and collective
● Where markets socially disembed 

production, they do more harm than good to 
both productivity and freedom
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What is to be done?

1. Build commons and 
provide public goods

2. Provide opportunities for
a stable source of a decent 
Living and meaningful work



  

Commons-Based Peer Production
● Building a substantial range of capabilities 

we require as human beings as commons-
based peer production, to loosen the points 
of control available to the state and market 
actors and to provision public goods 
through participatory social processes

● Opportunities to engage in effective, voluntary 
association of meaningful work

● A degree of freedom in systems occupied by 
imperfect state- and market-based systems

● A context for developing cooperative virtues
● Existence proof of the possibility of a different 

model of humanity
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Battle over the idea of
self-interested rationality as the core 
model of human motivation

Subverting the possibility of socially-
embedded exchange as a core 
model of provisioning in contra-
distinction to the tyranny of the margin

The “sharing economy”?
Is the market adopting 
“embrace and extend” 
of the rhetoric of peer 
production and sharing 
while undermining its core?



  

Alienated labor?

Social context
and meaning at the
core.



  



  



  

Peer cooperativism
● CBPP developed to harness volunteer effort 

that produced freely-available outputs
● Transition to peer cooperativism must deal 

with the challenges of worker-owned and 
producer cooperatives

● Provide peers with a decent and stable income
● Intrinsically engaging and/or socially fulfilling 

in the day to day
● Meaningfully oriented toward making valued 

social contributions

● Requires a source of revenue; paying 
customers; competitiveness in markets
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Peer cooperativism
● CBPP developed to harness volunteer effort 

that produced freely-available outputs
● Worker-owned and producer coops
● Transition to peer cooperativism must deal 

with the challenges of consumer coops
● Substantial variance between management 

and consumers in engagement and 
dependence can lead to “capture”

● Tension between the needs of the 
consumers/users and those of the workers 
who draw income from the coop

● Maintaining the flow of goods and investment 
with attractive prices and quality

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________



  

Marx,
Poverty of Philosophy
(1847)



  

Peer cooperativism
● CBPP developed to harness volunteer effort 

that produced freely-available outputs
● Worker-owned and producer coops
● Consumer coops
● Federations and networks of coops

● Translating the integrated systems of the 
most successful coops to CBPP online? 

● Producers, consumers, finance, and insurance 
coops mutually supporting operations have been 
the most successful.  How to transition to the 
networked environment?
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Peer cooperativism
● Research challenges
● Governance

● From experience of cooperatives and peer 
production, how does governance change 
when making, managing, and distributing and 
investing money enter  the picture?

● What effect on governance and motivations 
when customers need to be served in time and 
fashion competitive with market providers

● Other challenges of operating to produce 
revenue and distribute it, manage a 
competitive environment with a cooperative 
network of peers
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Peer cooperativism
● Research challenges
● Governance
● Motivation

● Non-separability: what models of integrating 
intrinsic and pro-social with material 
motivations work to avoid crowding out
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Peer cooperativism
● Research challenges
● Governance
● Motivation
● Innovation

● What impact on the innovation effects of peer 
production where a decent and stable income 
are involved?

● Does circulation of knowledge slow down? 
Does cooperation across networks change? 
Parallel to the work of patents effects on 
academia
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Socially-embedded markets
● Managerial and owner norms are important; 

there is enough slack in markets for moral 
commitments to make a difference

● Market outcomes will likely continue to be 
the dominant driver of economic security for 
a majority of people in the coming decades

● Will require battle of ideas; social pressure; 
and legal reform

● Peer production research as a source of 
persuasion for managers about what can 
work, and how it can work better while 
maintaining decent work relations
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Socially-embedded markets
● Core lesson of cooperatives: normative 

commitments and identity are core
● Participation; identity; values-orientation; 

flexibility (autonomy) combined with 
security, rather than contingency (shared 
pay cuts or deferred payouts v. layoffs)

● No good evidence of systematically better 
(or worse) income; better mix of meaning, 
decent wages, stability

● Cooperativism need not be the core 
strategy; social-embeddedness is the core

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________



  



  

One company at a time...



  

Peer Pragmatism
● Citizenship modeled on peer self-

governance
● Rejecting pure delegation conceptions of a 

republic.  Building platforms for active 
engagement

● Skeptical, irreverent participation, committed to 
debate, reason, and willingness to state and 
defend normative commitments

● Nested, redundant, overlapping spheres of 
power; subsidiarity to spheres of contribution 
and knowledge

● Redundant pathways to invoke and avoid 
governance
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Peer Pragmatism
● Citizenship modeled on peer governance
● Progressivism aware of state fallibility

● Destabilizing power concentrations
● Caution about steering / paternalism
● Redistribution aimed at preserving autonomy, 

rather than finely tuned to secure incentives 
and supply predefined needs (UBI)

● Investment in capabilities – education; 
infrastructure; health

● Research-driven regulatory design to foster 
cooperativism (the Partner State) and contain  
extractive market dynamics  
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Peer Pragmatism
● Citizenship modeled on peer governance
● A progressivism aware of the fallibility of the 

state
● A liberterianism aware of the fallibility of 

markets and the limits of mutualism
● Global public goods, like climate and the 

environment, global poverty and migration, war, 
all require government- and intergovernmental 
level collective action

● Effective institutions at all levels require 
continuous engagement, because they all 
unravel over time
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